Gamification in education: Serious Game Prototype for Children with Special Needs
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Abstract—Gamification or integrating game elements within the non-game environment is widely used to improve systems, services, and the overall user experience. It is mainly intended for education purposes, not for mere entertainment. Gamification can provide many benefits like creating a stimulating environment for learning and engagement with content in an unconventional way. These benefits are vital for the education of children with special needs because they suffer from constant distraction and loss of motivation. Therefore, we introduce a serious game prototype for children with special needs. The main purpose of this serious game is to assess total reading and understanding the impact of augmented reality as a learning methodology. This game is a complementary approach to motivate students after using an AR learning environment. This assessment game was designed according to the systemic gamification principles and contains the elements of game formula like points, time, and player profile. It will be used to assess children after learning sessions using AR and flashcards. The card assessment game is an unconventional way to evaluate children. Each child is different from her/his peers in the academic level, so the number of words is chosen at the beginning of the game based on what the child has learned in the training sessions. The child profile result confirmed that the game can be used in assessment. Moreover, parents and specialists confirmed that children enjoyed the assessment session, and the game is not limited to test only, as some children play it for language development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Children with special needs always need continuous development in learning methods and assessment approaches [1, 2, 3] Specialists are constantly aiming to motivate them to engage in new and innovative learning methods by using gamification and serious games to maximize their access to quality learning. Therefore, utilizing gamification in learning and assessment became one of the most prevalent methods that supports children’s motivation and encourages them to learn and enjoy the learning sessions [1].

As shown in [4], gamification can be used for many purposes other than mere entertainment. Serious games are based on achieving their purpose such as learning, but entertainment and fun are used only to achieve the desired goal of the game. Authors stressed that one of the most attractive factors is the type of game components. It is important to make the game successful and determine the mechanics and dynamics of the game. Authors arranged the game elements as follows: The components, which can be represented as points, levels, and avatars, in turn lead to achieving the mechanics of the game, which is represented in the reward system and encouragements. Then we can reach the dynamic, which is represented in the player’s sense of progress in the game and close to winning.

Smart mobile devices gave serious games a huge leap forward, given its mobility, flexibility, and ability to use in any time needed [5,6]. Mobile is an incentive for education and one of the means that makes games easy to use. Games for children with special needs, among other methodologies, motivate and enhance their learning curve. They also ensure a way to monitor the children’s level in an interesting and entertaining manner during their learning sessions [2,5]. Authors in [3] showed that games can be also used in learning assessment. Special game components can be developed for assessment and evaluation. Moreover, it can be incorporated as method to follow a student’s advancement and progress.

This work is an automatic assessment method for the AR environment proposed in [7]. We introduce a Serious Game (SG) for evaluating children learning outcome after an Augmented Reality training session. The training period itself was 15 sessions per week for each child. At the beginning there would be a profile filled for each child to analyze her/his Quiz results. After completing the quiz, there are rewards given to the child, and points that collected for each correct answer to a question.

This article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the Related work. Serious game design and implementation is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 shows the SG Experimental Setup. The results and evaluation are analyzed in Section 5 and finally conclusion and future work are discussed in Section 6.

II. RELATED WORK

There is numerous research that tackle serious games for education. However, authors mostly address healthy children...
not children with special needs. Even games developed specially for children with special needs mostly address the problem of facial expressions and emojis. In [8], 40 serious games were analyzed. Most of these games encompass the problem of facial expressions as we previously mentioned.

Authors in [6], introduced a quiz game for primary school children called “Quizbot”. It is a board game intended to make the child more focused during the test without relying on traditional methods. The game is played with a robot across the board. The student moves that robot in different directions to get the question. The child then moves it again to choose the correct answer. Some obstacles are faced to make the test more fun and motivating students. All previous elements were designed through tablet as tactile version. The quiz is designed in another methodology as a tangible version. It depends on the implementation of the “Quizbot” with all its elements, but more realistic, the board in which the student moves to connect to the questions and answers is placed on the floor. Board, bombs, walls, and robots are physical artifacts that participants can do physically. The Results proved that children enjoy using the tablet digital version instead of the tangible version. The questions are constructed as multiple-choice, matching, and true and false.

Several researchers revolve around teaching children’s different skills through augmented reality technology because of its motivating approach in children's learning. Augmented reality is about merging reality with an imaginary environment, which provides a fun aspect to sessions. Children are assessed through interesting games to increase the children’s motivation and maximize their gain from the benefits of technology [9, 10, 11].

Augmented reality was utilized in [10] to develop a Gamebook. Each chapter of the book contains an emotion. A description is provided through a story that explains this emotion with a voice narration of the story. The child then links the story with the three-dimensional emotion. After each chapter, there is a Quiz. The child chooses the emotion that describes the story included in the book. At the end of all chapters, there is another quiz based on linking two similar emotions.

Another approach proposed in [11] teaches pre-school children how to use augmented reality to learn about animals and Bangla alphabets. After each learning session, there is a quiz session to assess how much children can learn from the AR content. In the first quiz, children are given an alphabetical letter and three pictures. They are then asked to choose the picture whose name begins with that letter. The test is then reversed where they are asked to choose one letter from a list of three letters that corresponds to the picture.

The previous works show the extent of the authors’ interest in using serious games, but most of them concentrate on normal children only. Also, most of the research directed to children with special needs is focus only on the problem of emotions learning because of its difficulty in understanding for those children.

III. SERIOUS GAME DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The traditional pedagogical learning methods like educational cards alone, and the repetition of words for the child to learn become very boring for children with special needs and can’t attract children’s attention. A new interesting learning methodology which utilizes augmented reality and educational cards was proposed in [7]. This method can teach children the totally reading, which depends on seeing the whole word and does not separate it to letters. The child learns to read the card based on the application of augmented reality, which was reading the card in front of the child and displaying a 3D virtual object related to this word. Through this process, she/he relates the card to its corresponding object and its pronunciation.

In [7], a traditional assessment methodology was used, and the learning outcome was evaluated by passing the card in the front of the child and asking her/him to read the card or make a choice from several cars. Considering the characteristics of children with special needs, this assessment methodology is not enough to attract the child's attention and make the evaluation sessions interesting, like the training sessions. Therefore, our aim here is to integrate a new and interesting methodology for children assessment. We seek to motivate the children during the assessment as well as the learning.

In this work, we will propose a serious game for child's assessment. It’s applied after children with special needs completed their training sessions. In training sessions, we have been educated them the implicit groups and total reading method through an Augmented Reality (AR) technology. We have designed a SG prototype to assess children and determine their level and interact with utilizing AR technology in learning.

A. The Design of the Serious Game Prototype

The design and implementation of the card assessment game have been based on user experience and User-Centered Design UCD [5, 12, 13]. Using UCD would also improve the user experience across several phases of design and develop a seamless software with high usability, and satisfactory experience. During the design stage, we did not overlook the use of the Game frameworks to ensure serious game success and try to implement its features on our game [8]. We follow the following steps for game design:

1) Data Collection

We have collected major information on the behavior of children with special needs, in addition to the opinion of specialists on games that motivate children, as well as tips from parents. Specialists’ advice on game architecture was also gathered. Data was collected on the condition of the children and the best way to build the game for them.

2) Game Requirements and objectives

The objective of the game was clarified, which is to use it to assess children. Some specialists also confirmed that it could be one of its objectives, not only the evaluation but also enjoying the sessions. It also plays a role in teaching the child words, starting to learn the concept of time and loss-winning feeling.
The main goal of the game is to provide an unconventional assessment method which increases the child’s motivation.

3) Game Design Solution

After the data was collected and the game objectives were determined, we started designing the storyboard, presenting it to the specialists and collecting their opinions. We combined these recommendations with Serious Game Frameworks to ensure the game successes [8].

One of the research [8] recommendations after analyzing 40 games was to use a framework before starting the game design to reach the best outcome and to ensure its success. This framework successfully applied for game when some of its attributes presented in the game. We used two of these frameworks and apply the suitable attributes in the proposed assessment game. The yusoff’s framework, which has 12 attributes, and khowaja’s framework, which has 20 attributes, are used to complete game design properly. Authors in [8] list attributes of frameworks which are among the determinants that the arbitrators of the games use to evaluate the game through and the extent to which they are applied to the game or not.

The framework scale depends on applying attributes in the game, when all attribute applied the result equals 2. If the attributes are partially applied, the result equals 1 and if all attributes are not applied, the result equals 0. When all attributes applied for game the Yusoff’s scale attributes scores will be 24 and 40 for Khowaja’s Scale. The attributes of frameworks which were applied in our card assessment game is listed in table I along with their description. We applied 5 attributes from Yusoff’s framework and 9 from Khowaja’s framework. The score scale for our game is 10 for Yusoff’s scale and 18 for Khowaja’s Scale. We should enhancement this score by applying all attributes in the full game version [8].

So, our game design presents all attributes listed in table 1. In addition to the main components of the game, which are rewards, points, and a profile for each child [2]. Using UX, UCD, SG framework and Gamification component help in the success of the game and make it more impactful.

4) Game Scenarios and Implementation

To implement the game, Unity game engine, C# language for programming and Photoshop to edit images was used. The game interface was developed by using Unity and Adobe Photoshop. As mentioned before, Game design depends on User-Centered-Design and User experience Methodology.

As previously mentioned, the game is a tool used to ensure that children learn through educational flashcards and AR Fig. 1, shows an example of the application which used in training sessions. It shows one card from each implicit group with it’s 3d modal using augmented reality. The game consists of one level containing several sub-levels. Each sub-level contains more than one word that the child has learned in previous training sessions. Each child can understand several words different from her/his peers based on the child’s condition. These words can range from 5-10-15-25.

The number of words is based on the opinion of specialists and pedagogical method from the beginning in the training sessions as illustrated in [7]. The main introductory game screen is shown in Fig. 2(a). The intro screen features the application part of training children using AR, as well as the Game itself. There is also a screen explaining the game and how to use it.

At the start of the game, there is a profile that the child or her/his supervisor fills, to record the results of each child Fig. 2(b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incremental learning</td>
<td>In the game, we implement incremental and sequential learning until the child knowledge is increased from 5 to 25 word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction method</td>
<td>The method of the game is education through effective interaction of the child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>Which represented in engagement children in learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer of learned skills</td>
<td>Use the traditional element and methodology as guide for our game, with attractive means</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional Strategies</td>
<td>The game in our case here is based on motivation and focuses on learning through assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game mechanics</td>
<td>The rules of the game are set on how to win and lose depend on the correct answer and feeling with time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game dynamic</td>
<td>Represented in the player’s sense of progress in the game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game story</td>
<td>A full story board game was pre-drawn to game development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game-based learning</td>
<td>The game is a test that evaluates effective learning of the children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaffolding</td>
<td>We help children within game based on sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narratives</td>
<td>For each card there is sound, in addition to encouraging voices when child choose correct answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intended outcomes</td>
<td>Evaluate the child’s level in total reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>Represented by points, encouraging voices when child win.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User profile</td>
<td>Each player has his own profile with his information in the game among the player’s in-game motivators. We use it to analyze the child result</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The game design is shown in Fig. 2(c). It consists of the card that the child learns and three pictures and The child drags correct one from three pictures and drops it onto the card. This eliminates any answer miss-placed, as happens by clicking on the correct answer. There is a sound icon that can be pressed to pronounce the name of the word on the card to help the child. As for winning, it is achieved through time and points that the child gained for answering each question with an audible voice that encourages the child on each correct answer.

Within the card game assessment each question is timed to 24 seconds. This time is estimated by educational specialists for child by calculating child thinking time, drag and drop time and playing the sound of the card.

5) Design Evaluation

The game was evaluated and its usability through experience with the children themselves, and the suggestions and difficulties they faced to improve it in the future were taken. This stage is one of the stages of ensuring the quality of the software’s portability and its ability to be used easily by children and supervisors. Indeed, this stage sometimes was returned to a previous step.

IV. SERIOUS GAME EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

SG was applied to 4 children with special needs. Children aged between 7-12 years old. One down Syndrome child and three autistic children. Autism severity is moderate for these children. Autistic children have good memory, unlike down syndrome children. Firstly, children were trained along 15 sessions, Using AR educational cards, following the methodology proposed in [7]. Secondly, after training there was a session to teach and train the children about the game elements and how to win. At the end, the game was applied as an unconventional assessment. The game was also tested with each child in a separate session. The flow chart shown in Fig. 3 shows how a child plays a game of cards and completes all the questions.

V. RESULT AND EVALUATION

The evaluation of the game for children depends on the time factor in addition to the number of points scored by the child, which expresses the number of words that have been answered correctly. When the child has answered half of the words in addition to taking 24 seconds for each question or less, then he has won the game. We make sure that the child has learned through the augmented reality of the words and his ability to use the game as assessment.

Table II shows the result for each child based on the child’s profile. Results show that AR is one of the productive methods in teaching children with special needs in short time, whereas the training sessions was through 15 sessions per week. Furthermore, the unconventional assessment was a fun activity for the child and using the game in the assessment made the children enjoy the sessions time. This was confirmed by parents based on the child’s will to repeat the game more than once. The result indicates child still need a lot of training in keeping track of time, being one of the factors for winning. Also, the result indicates the time can be increased because of children
disability of drag and drop word to the correct answer. Furthermore, Parent or specialist can help children in drag and drop the correct word after child already select it. Children with a high educational level, still couldn’t recognize emotion and have a problem with it. User experience Questionnaire was used to gather the opinion of specialists and parents.

The short version of the questionnaire was used. It enables to form an overview of the user experience as a whole without delving into detailed feedback. This is the initial significant aspect to determine if the games achieve the goal in evaluating children. For Specialist, we gather their opinions about the game.

Based on research [5,13] the questions are laid out as follows Fig. 4, while the result is quantified on a rate of answer depending on 7-point Likert scale [14].

The questionnaire was filled out by 4 parents and 2 specialists. The mean scale for each question was calculated as shown in Fig. 5 and the answer was rated from -3 to +3. The question which represents as negative question, its answer will be with negative for instance “The element of game confusing for a child” the mean scale was -1 which represent the game is easy for children. The results of the questionnaire show the degree to which parents are adequately satisfied with the game. It is one of the useful and unconventional methods of evaluating children. Moreover, some specialists mentioned that some children may learn from the game and not only achieve the goal of evaluation. Specialists’ opinions see the children need a continuous motivation and gamification achieve these targets. There is another opinion that expresses the need to change the sound played in error messages which is “answer not correct”, because it is not understood by children. Yet generally, the game delivered results and made the children enjoy their time during the session. The supervisors see the drag and drop make the game difficult for child, which represented by Q2 in the questionnaire and its scale is 0.33. the highest answer was for “game is mediocre for a child and has no interesting element” which make us sure the children like this game and attract them.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

People with special needs are essential individuals in societies and cannot be neglected from society. They have rights just like all of us.

Serious Game and gamification are valuable means in modern learning environments and considered as innovative methods to create an enjoyable learning environment for children. The time has come for special needs people to enjoy their learning sessions through serious games, as a learning method not merely intended for entertainment.

Serious games are used in evaluating children as a non-traditional way of testing. Therefore, we created a game to evaluate children after being previously trained on educational cards using AR technology. This game is a first prototype to evaluate children and to determine the potential opportunities of using games with them. The Results showed the children’s level of enjoyment out of the game, as well as gathering the opinion of specialists and parents. Both confirmed that altering the assessment method to be in the form of a game proved to be a productive approach with children, and that AR technology had an effective role in training children and learning total reading.

This makes us aspire to use serious games in the future on a larger sample of children with special needs. Also, we will add more advanced levels of difficulty. In addition, we can integrate the augmented reality technology into the games to achieve the best results and enjoyment in the sessions. Specialist feedback and the children’s enthusiasm for using technology and playing games encourage us to use such games on more complex topics for children like emotions. We will also work to increase the game advantages by measuring the child’s focus time in sessions depending on face detection and recognition. This will measure and analyze results accurately and help specialists to optimally evaluate the use of games with children in their education.
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